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Motivation

• Government regulation is pervasive in the 
modern economy
– Landmark regulations, including the 1970 Clean 

Air Act (CAA), have fundamentally altered major 
sectors of the economy 

– Although transformative, these regulations are 
often the culmination of evolving social pressure 
and incremental policy change
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Anticipation and Adaptation
• In the leadup to landmark regulations, economic 

agents may acquire information and take actions in 
anticipation of regulation

• Anticipatory behavior by producers makes it difficult to 
estimate the full economic impact of those regulations
– Outcomes in the years leading up to enactment may not 

provide a valid pre-regulatory benchmark  
– Differences in producers’ abilities to pre-emptively adapt 

can have important distributional consequences 
– These heterogeneous responses can have first-order 

effects on aggregate outcomes
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This Paper

• Examines the impacts of the 1970 CAA on 
power plants
– Newly digitized data on virtually every fossil-fuel 

power plant in the U.S. from 1938-1994
– Extended time horizon allows us to establish a 

pre-regulatory benchmark that accounts for 
anticipation within a difference-in-differences 
estimation approach

– Empirical evidence is interpreted in light of the 
predictions of a theoretical framework
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This Paper

• Examines the impacts of the 1970 CAA on 
power plants
– Identify heterogeneous impacts across cohorts of 

plants that were more vs. less able to anticipate 
regulation at time of opening

– Assess aggregate impacts of the CAA, accounting 
for both the direct impacts on plant productivity 
and indirect impacts through cross-plant output 
reallocation
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Main Findings
• Increased regulation in nonattainment 

counties led to large and persistent 
decreases in power plant productivity
– Effects concentrated only among older plants that 

opened prior to 1963
– Timing aligns with the passage of the 1963 CAA
• plants that opened after 1963 appear to have pre-

emptively adjusted behavior in anticipation of 
enforcement

– Output declines in NA counties are offset by new 
nuclear and fossil fuel plants
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Main Findings

• Failing to account for anticipation substantially 
alters policy estimates 
– Estimates based on post-1972 policy variation or shorter 

pre-regulatory time horizons are small and insignificant

• Heterogeneous impacts of the CAA 
significantly offset the aggregate productivity 
losses in the power sector
– Decreased production by older/less efficient plants was 

offset by increased generation by post-1972 plants
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Contributions
• This paper makes three main contributions to the 

literature 
– First, it demonstrates how anticipatory behavior can 

emerge as a response to policy uncertainty and alter       
costs of regulatory compliance
• particularly when the costs of ex-post adjustment are large
• in the context of the CAA, electric utilities have mitigated 

productivity costs with preemptive actions

• mechanisms might be at play in other studies in the literature
– Lueck and Michael (2003); Di Maria, Lange and van der Werf (2014); 

Malani and Reif (2015); Lemoine (2017)

• framework may also have relevance for responses to 
environmental and climate policy in the developing world
– many governments signaled shifting environmental priorities but 

uncertainty remains on policy implementation (Jayachandran, 2021)
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Contributions

• This paper makes three main contributions to 
the literature 
– Second, it provides the first causal estimates        

of the impacts of the 1970 CAA allowing for 
anticipatory behavior
• Large literature focused on later period
• Manufacturing: Greenstone, List, and Syverson (2012)

– TFP, very large data set, 1972-1993

• Power industry: Gollop and Roberts (1983)
– TFP, 56 utilities, 1973-1979
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Contributions

• This paper makes three main contributions to 
the literature 
– Third, it shows how distributional impacts             

of regulation can have first-order effects on 
aggregate outcomes via reallocative responses
• accounting for reallocation can substantially alter 

aggregate policy estimates
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Historical Background
• Modern environmental movement arose in the post-WWII era

– High profile incidents: 1948 Donora Smog and 1952 London Smog
– 1955 Air Pollution Control Act was largely ineffective

• 1963 Clean Air Act
– Gave federal government  authority to “control” air pollution
– Widely viewed as a signal of future legislation
– 1967 Air Quality Act strengthened role of federal government,                        

but enforcement remained an issue

• 1970 Clean Air Act
– First federal effort to regulate air quality on a large scale
– Established National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) 
– Each county received an annual designation of attainment or 

nonattainment depending on whether air pollution concentrations 
exceeded the federal standard
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Theoretical Framework – Setup

• 3-period model
– t=0: plant opens, chooses how to allocate capacity across    

dirty (𝛉) vs. clean (1-𝛉) production technologies – FD and FC
– t=1,2: plant operates, chooses variable inputs VD and VC to 

maximize per-period profit from each technology – 𝚷D and 𝚷C
– discount factor 𝛃

• Environmental regulation may pass in period t=1,2
– reduces the per-period profit of dirty technology to 𝛅𝚷D
– plants can reallocate capacity across technologies by paying      

fixed cost c
– let 𝛌1, 𝛌2 be the probabilities that legislation passes in period    

t=1,2 – expectation formed by electric utilities at t=0
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Plant Decisions at t=1,2

• If there’s no regulation, no changes – even if probs    
𝛌1, 𝛌2 change

• If regulation passes at t=1 (when plants are young), 
then
– adjust capacity to     if 

• If regulation passes at t=2 (when plants are old),    
then
– adjust capacity to     if 

– where 
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Plant Decision at t=0             
(Anticipatory Effects)

• Plants choose 𝛉 anticipating future regulation (𝛌1, 𝛌2) 

• Choice of 𝛉 depends on ex-post response to 
regulation
– Case 1 (always adjust, AA): Adjust capacity at t=1 or t=2

• is the optimal allocation – same as without regulation
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Plant Decision at t=0             
(Anticipatory Effects)

• Choice of 𝛉 depends on ex-post response to regulation

– Case 2 (never adjust, NA): Do not adjust capacity in either 
t=1 or t=2

• : because of losses from regulation – (1-𝛅) – and probs 
of regulation 𝛌1, 𝛌2

• allocation is more affected by 𝛌1 than 𝛌2 (regulation would affect 
only one period)
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Plant Decision at t=0             
(Anticipatory Effects)

• Choice of 𝛉 depends on ex-post response to 
regulation

– Case 3 (sometimes adjust, SA): Adjust capacity at t = 1, 
do not adjust capacity at t = 2

• : because of losses from regulation – (1-𝛅) –
and probs of regulation 𝛌1, 𝛌2

• : unless 𝛌2 is more than twice as large as 𝛌1
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Theoretical Framework – Main Takeaways

• Anticipation of regulation leads plants to preemptively shift 
to cleaner production technologies
– particularly with high ex-post adjustment costs (c, retrofits)

• There may be differences in preemptive adjustments across 
different cohorts of plants depending on

– informational channel: change in priors of probability of 
regulation (𝛌1, 𝛌2) and stringency (1-𝛅)
• pre-1963 plants may have not expected the 1970 CAA to pass =>                     

no or limited adjustment
• 1963-1971 plants may have expected the 1970 CAA to pass after                

1963 CAA => adjustments

• prediction: shift (discontinuity) in anticipatory responses in 1963
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Theoretical Framework – Main Takeaways

• There may be differences in preemptive adjustments 
across different cohorts of plants depending on

– lifecycle channel: timing of regulation in the plant lifespan 
(t=1 vs. t=2)
• pre-1963 plants may have expected the 1970 CAA                            

later in their lifespan => less likely to adjust
• 1963-1971 plants may have expected the 1970 CAA                        

early in their lifespan => more likely to adjust

• BUT if ex-post adjustment costs binding only for older               
plants (case 3) => larger adjustment for pre-1963 plants

• prediction: anticipatory responses should increase
(or decrease) monotonically with plant vintage
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Data Description
• Annual plant-level data for 655 fossil-fuel power plants for the 

period 1938-1994 
– Newly-digitized info on a range of plant outcomes (NSF grant)
– Detailed data on operations allow us to estimate annual plant-level 

pollution-unadjusted productivity (PU-TFP) using quantity-based
(inputs-output) approach

– Our main sample: 387 coal-fired power plants opened before 1972
• gas- and oil-fired plants: affected by oil shocks of the 1970s and federal 

government’s response mandating transition to coal
• definition: primary fuel used in the 5 first years: >1/3 total fuel

• Annual county attainment status from 1972-1994 determines 
regulation of power plants 
– Identification both based on initial 1972 designation and 

subsequent temporal variation
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Empirical Strategy

• Difference-in-differences framework to estimate 
effects of nonattainment on plant outcomes Y

– i indexes a plant in county c in year t
– αi: plant fixed effects
– λvt: vintage-group-by-year fixed effects 
– θst: state-by-year fixed effects
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Findings

• We find negative effects of nonattainment on 
PU-TFP at coal-fired power plants but … only 
for plants built before 1963

• effects driven by drop in output
• effects are persistent for over a decade

– Striking absence of an effect for 1963-1971
• adaptation driven by anticipation
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Robustness Checks & Heterogeneity

• Productivity effects robust to
– larger coal plants
– one-plant utilities
– states w/o standards by 1966

• Productivity effects driven by
– first nonattainment 1972-1977
• Goodman-Bacon (2021) decomposition: ~50% T vs. NT

– ambient ozone NAAQS (similar to GLS 2012)
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Evidence for Anticipation

– Pre-emptive adoption of pollution control 
technologies

– Patenting activity (innovation)
– Siting of new plants away from counties with 

pollution monitors
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Installation of Pollution Control Technologies 
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Patents
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Siting of New Power Plants 
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Spillovers

• How did electric utilities compensate for the 
forgone output of older plants? 

• We explore the effects of nonattainment 
spillovers on nearby producers 
– Existing plants
– New plants
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Effects on Existing Plants in Attainment Counties
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Effects on New Sources of Generating Capacity
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The Importance of Establishing a 
Pre-Regulatory Baseline

• The literature on the CAA has relied almost 
exclusively on post-1972 policy variation

• None of the literature has used data that pre-
dates the passage of the 1963 CAA
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The Importance of Establishing a Pre-Regulatory Baseline
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Aggregate Productivity Effects of the CAA

• Did the distributional impacts of the CAA help 
mitigate the economic costs? 
– Older/less efficient plants reduced output
– Offset by increased generation by post-’72 plants

– We can apply the DiD estimates to calculate the 
impact of the 1970 CAA on aggregate PU-TFP:output-weighted aggregate productivity is calculated as follows:

�PU-TFPt =
X

i

[
Outputi,tP
i Outputi,t

·�PU-TFPit

| {z }
Within-Plant E�ciency

+
�Outputi,tP

i Outputi,t
· PU-TFPit

| {z }
Across-Plant Reallocation

] (4)

where �PU-TFPit ⌘ PU-TFPit � PU-TFPC
it and �Outputit ⌘ Outputit � OutputCit are

the changes in PU-TFP and output respectively with the NAAQS versus without the

NAAQS. The first channel,
Outputi,tP
i Outputi,t

· �PU-TFPit, is a within-plant e�ciency e↵ect:

existing plants in nonattainment counties may have lower productivity due to increased

regulatory requirements. The second channel,
P

i
�Outputi,tP
i Outputi,t

· PU-TFPit, is an across-

plant reallocative e↵ect, which arises from regulatory-induced shifts in output from older

plants in nonattainment to newer plants.

Figure 4 plots annual output-weighted average changes in productivity due to changes

in within-plant e�ciency and across-plant reallocation. The dashed red line shows the

negative within-plant e�ciency e↵ect over the post-1972 period. The productivity losses

initially increase, as more counties fall out of attainment and the estimated impacts

on PU-TFP increase with number of years in nonattainment. The productivity losses

decrease over time as older plants in nonattainment counties reduce their output, which

diminishes their contribution to national PU-TFP.

The dotted blue line shows the positive across-plant reallocation e↵ect over the post-

1972 period. The CAA induced plants built before 1963 to reduce their output. The

shortfall in demand due to this nonattainment-induced decline in output was met by

increases in output from plants that opened after 1972. Since these newer plants were

typically more e�cient (see Appendix Figures A.7 and C.7), this reallocation contributed

to an increase in average national PU-TFP in the power sector. This e↵ect becomes

larger over our sample period as pre-1963 plants facing nonattainment reduced their

output further. However, the across-plant reallocation never becomes large enough to

fully o↵set the within-plant losses, as seen from the solid black line in Figure 4 which

plots the sum of the within-plant e�ciency and across-plant reallocation e↵ects.

Together, our results demonstrate how reallocation across producers can substantially

mitigate the aggregate economic costs of environmental regulation. To the extent that

pollution is often concentrated among older and less e�cient entrenched incumbents,
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Concluding Remarks

• This paper makes three main contributions 
– First, it demonstrates how anticipatory behavior 

can emerge as a response to policy uncertainty 
and alter costs of regulatory compliance

– Second, it provides the first causal estimates of 
the impacts of the 1970 CAA that account for 
anticipatory behavior

– Third, it shows how accounting for reallocative
responses can substantially alter aggregate policy 
estimates
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Concluding Remarks

• The historical experience in the U.S. may offer 
guidance to policymakers
– Older plants unable to adapt operations in response 

to new environmental regulation even in the long run
– Economic costs of regulation mitigated primarily 

through the reallocation of output across plants

– To the extent that incumbent producers bear the 
economic costs of regulatory compliance and have 
disproportionate political influence
• environmental policy may be enacted slowly and carve      

out exemptions for existing emitters
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Concluding Remarks

• The historical U.S. experience may offer 
insights for environmental and climate     
policy in modern settings
– credible signals of future regulatory oversight, 

even in the distant future, can induce substantial 
and immediate adjustments among producers
• especially when decisions involve nearly irreversible 

investment
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Thank You!

• Questions? Comments?
– edsons@andrew.cmu.edu
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Slide Appendix
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